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In 1492, Ferdinand and Isabella, monarchs of Spain, set in motion earth-changing events. In the
next twenty-five years, the Spanish started colonizing the lands Columbus claimed and Cortez

brought down the Aztec Empire, creating New Spain in the New Globe. Columbus received
ships, the Moslem Moors had been expelled from the realm, implemented shortly by the

Jews, those that didn't convert to Catholicism or pretend to. Eighty years from then on, the
Conquistadors reached northern New Mexico. The Lives of La Escondida can be a love tale
both sexy and tender, full of vivid history, lively character types, peril and experience. There,

Andorra Sandoval explores her family's connection to that conquest--with its unusual saga of
the concealed Jews--while a fascinating artist and his needy teenage girl draw her toward a

fuller existence.
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A Good First Effort! JUST A LITTLE History, Adventure and Romance! But, great job Ms. I
would have liked to have learned a little more about the other characters, besides the main
two. Background and language intrigues me and I am the type of reader that needs to be in a
position to learn within an easy to soak up context (I was an awful student). Therefore, after a
few questioning moments, initially a touch too much 'animal attraction' for me personally, right
out of the gate .. Kingson!I got into the publication. I think for a first effort she do well. I was just
a little unsure as to whether this book would be for my flavor, but she certainly does her
historical homework on the New Mexico area. I was interesting in reading the first two novels
by this author, as We am an admirer of her paintings, as well..
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